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Historical Background 
Research & Development – Transportation 
Asset Management (TAM)
• 1997 Integration of Different Program Areas
• 2004 Development of Framework for Asset 
Management Project Selection
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Recently Completed Research 
h d l f d ff l i iA Met o o ogy or Tra e-o  Ana ys s n Asset
Management, SPR 3110 
December 2008
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Sphere 1 -- Network-level trade-offs using 
Spheres of TAM Trade-off Analysis
network-level data; 
Sphere 2 -- Network-level trade-offs using 
project-level data; 
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Spheres of TAM Trade-off Analysis
Project‐level Trade‐offs Network‐level Trade‐offs
Project‐level Data








e wor ‐ eve   a a Not Applicable Future Research
TAM Trade-offs at Sphere 2 
(Network-level Trade-off Analysis using Project level Data)









∆NBI Rating ∆Crash Rate
Other Special  







Overall Context of the TAM Problem


































Ref: D. Holtz, 2008
TAM Trade-offs at Sphere 2 
(Network-level Trade-off Analysis using Project level Data)
SPR 3110 Study Objectives
1. How to determine the best mix of projects that satisfy 
budgetary and performance constraints?
2. How to quantify the overall impact of changes in (a) 
budgets (b) performance thresholds (c) political 
constraints?
3  How to examine trade offs between “costs” (increased or 
8
. -
decreased budget) and “benefits” (increased or decreased 
performance measures)?
4. How to examine trade-offs between two or more 
“benefits” (two or more performance measures)?
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Can these questions be answered, really?
• Ideally ...
– Same performance measure across all Program 
Areas, OR
– Different performance measures but they have
• same units, dimensions, or scale
• same level of importance to the Asset Manager
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• But idealism is not reality
– Hence there is a need for
• Weighting and scaling the different performance measures
• Amalgamating the weighted and scaled performance measures 




3. Establish Neutral Scale for 
Measuring Different Levels of 
Each PM
4. Using Scale, Quantify Level 





5. Establish the 
Objective Function
(This will be used to 
Determine Combined 
Impact of all Weighted 




9. Select Appropriate Solution Algorithm
6. Establish the 
Number of 
Constraints
7. Identify the Appropriate Mathematical 
Formulation for the Problem
MCKP, MDKP, MCMDKP, etc.





10. Determine the Best Set of 
Projects for the Asset Program
(Exact vs. Heuristics)
11. Assessment of Network-Level Trade-offs 















The Solution Procedure – in a Nutshell (1)
.   .   .      
Pavement Project A  x11  x12  x13    x1k  x1k 
Bridge Project B  x21  x22  x23    x2k  x2k 
Pavement Project C x31  x32  x33  x3k  x3k 
Safety Project D  x41  x42  x43    x4k  x4k 
Congestion Project E x51  x52  x53  x5k  x5k 
Safety Project F x61  x62  x11  x11  x11 
































The Solution Procedure – in a Nutshell (1)
Performance Measures (raw values)
.   .   .      
Pavement Project A  x11  x12  x13    x1k  x1k 
Bridge Project B  x21  x22  x23    x2k  x2k 
Pavement Project C x31  x32  x33  x3k  x3k 
Safety Project D  x41  x42  x43    x4k  x4k 
Congestion Project E x51  x52  x53  x5k  x5k 
Safety Project F x61  x62  x11  x11  x11 


































The Solution Procedure – in a Nutshell (2)
Performance Measures (scaled values)
.   .   .      
Pavement Project A  x11  x12  x13    x1k  x1k 
Bridge Project B  x21  x22  x23    x2k  x2k 
Pavement Project C x31  x32  x33  x3k  x3k 
Safety Project D  x41  x42  x43    x4k  x4k 
Congestion Project E x51  x52  x53  x5k  x5k 
Safety Project F x61  x62  x11  x11  x11 











S11 S12 S13 S1K
S21 S22 S23 S2K
S31 S32 S33 S3K
S41 S42 S43 S4K
S51 S52 S53 S5K
























The Solution Procedure – in a Nutshell (3)
Performance Measures (amalgamated values)
.   .   .      
Pavement Project A  x11  x12  x13    x1k  x1k 
Bridge Project B  x21  x22  x23    x2k  x2k 
Pavement Project C x31  x32  x33  x3k  x3k 
Safety Project D  x41  x42  x43    x4k  x4k 
Congestion Project E x51  x52  x53  x5k  x5k 
Safety Project F x61  x62  x11  x11  x11 











S11 S12 S13 S1K
S21 S22 S23 S2K
S31 S32 S33 S3K
S41 S42 S43 S4K
S51 S52 S53 S5K










Project J  XJ1  XJ2  XJ3  .   .   . XJK XJK 
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The Solution Procedure – in a Nutshell (4)
Performance Measures (amalgamated values)
.   .   .      
Pavement Project A  x11  x12  x13    x1k  x1k 
Bridge Project B  x21  x22  x23    x2k  x2k 
Pavement Project C x31  x32  x33  x3k  x3k 
Safety Project D  x41  x42  x43    x4k  x4k 
Congestion Project E x51  x52  x53  x5k  x5k 
Safety Project F x61  x62  x11  x11  x11 











S11 S12 S13 S1K
S21 S22 S23 S2K
S31 S32 S33 S3K
S41 S42 S43 S4K
S51 S52 S53 S5K










Project J  XJ1  XJ2  XJ3  .   .   . XJK XJK 
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The Solution Procedure – in a Nutshell (5)
Performance Measures (amalgamated values)
.   .   .      
Pavement Project A  x11  x12  x13    x1k  x1k 
Bridge Project B  x21  x22  x23    x2k  x2k 
Pavement Project C x31  x32  x33  x3k  x3k 
Safety Project D  x41  x42  x43    x4k  x4k 
Congestion Project E x51  x52  x53  x5k  x5k 
Safety Project F x61  x62  x11  x11  x11 











S11 S12 S13 S1K
S21 S22 S23 S2K
S31 S32 S33 S3K
S41 S42 S43 S4K
S51 S52 S53 S5K










Project J  XJ1  XJ2  XJ3  .   .   . XJK XJK 
 


























































































4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0 9.0 10.0
∆ Average speed 
Gradient of line = Marginal Rate of Substitution = 0.6989 ≈ 0.7







Safety Budget ($M)  40  45  55  35  30  25 
Congestion Budget ($M)  30  25  15  35  40  45 
∆ Average speed 
(mile/hour) 




4.1982  4.7862  5.4939  4.2942  3.4905  3.3603 
Implementation Suggestions
• Decision support for Central Office or Districts:
How to compare “apples and oranges” in order to –
select our projects fairly? Example: Do we do that 
safety project or that pavement project instead?
– What will be consequences (performance impacts) 
for each funding level?
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– How much do we need to achieve a given network-
level performance? For each district?
– What will be the merits and demerits of shifting 




• Permit investigation of past trends in 
expenditure and performance:
– Example: For each district, how much we 
spent on safety?
– How much safety improvement was 
earned? 
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– Is the trade-off value consistent across the 
districts? 
– Consistent across the years?
Future Research in TAM
• TAM Trade-offs at Sphere 1 (Network-level 
trade-off analysis using network-level data) 
• Extension to a multi-modal context
• Further investigation of past trends in 
expenditure and performance
• Enhanced mathematical formulations and 
solution algorithms to ensure quick analysis for 
26
large-sized problems
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